We discuss reusability aspects of interactive multimedia content in Web-based learning systems. In contrast to existing approaches, we extend a component-based architecture to build interactive multimedia visualizations by using metadata for reusability issues. The experiment we conducted shows how to reuse the same visualization in different learning contexts.

The primary motivation for using multimedia technologies in education is the belief that they will support superior forms of learning. Advances in cognitive psychology have inculcated our understanding of the nature of skilled intellectual performance and provided a basis for designing wholesome learning environments. There’s now a widespread agreement among teachers, educators, and psychologists that we acquire advanced comprehension, reasoning, composition, and experimentation skills not only by the transmission of facts but also through interaction with content. Albert Bork, professor of physics at the University of California, Irvine, and strong computer-interaction advocate, describes interactive learning as “the most valuable aspect of the computer in education [...] with students constantly cast as participants in the process rather than spectators.”

Metadata

Metadata are data about data, descriptive information about resources for the purpose of finding, managing, and using them more effectively. We use this system of labels to describe a resource or object's characteristics and its objectives.

The starting point for our work is the existing technologies, standards, and ongoing initiatives in the multimedia educational metadata area. The Dublin Core® Metadata Element Set, Educom’s Instructional Management System, the Alliance of...
Remote Instructional Authoring and Distribution Networks for Europe, and IEEE’s Learning Object Metadata Working Group 12 (IEEE-LOM) are the most important initiatives dealing with metadata for computerized learning purposes. These initiatives closely relate to the Resource Description Framework (RDF), the Warwick Framework, and other World Wide Web Consortium activities. The purpose of metadata is to provide a common means of describing things (electronically) so that we can define, search, and find learning objects (however they’re defined).

Learning content is only one area of metadata application. Researchers are actively developing metadata in all aspects of Web-based content and commerce. Today, the Internet abounds with resources. Looking for a specific topic or resource, users often find hundreds or thousands of hits and most don’t meet their requirements. According to the IEEE-LOM, the advantages of using metadata include:

- summarizing the data’s content or meaning;
- letting users search for data;
- letting users determine if the data is what they want;
- preventing some users, such as children, from accessing data;
- retrieving and using a copy of the data; and
- instructing users how to interpret the data such as format, encoding, and encryption.

For content providers or publishers, metadata eases the discovery of and access to their resources so they can reuse them. Ensuring that users can locate resources should have a high priority.

For the person searching for material, metadata is helpful. It optimizes searches by narrowing the result lists to applicable resources. Those located will always be presented with minimum information such as creator, subject, type, format, and identifier. The metadata provider must enter this kind of information. If the resource meets the searchers’ requirements, the resource’s location will tell them where to obtain it.

Developers can store metadata separate from or together with the resource. Metadata on the Internet, for instance, must be machine readable and machine understandable. For example, metadata separate from the resource can be in a database, and metadata together with the resource can be at the top of a document.

When we studied and considered metadata standards, an important disadvantage became obvious. We can properly describe static resources, such as images or text documents, with metadata but appropriate descriptions of dynamic resources, for example animations, remain feasible only to a limited extent. The reason is dynamic multimedia objects can process input parameters, generate output parameters, and work internally with data that traditional metadata schemes can’t describe. Therefore, changes in the granularity of metadata prove necessary to match users’ learning goals and to reuse dynamic multimedia content in different contexts.

**Limitations of Instructional Software**

Instructional software today is locally effective but globally fragmentary. Hence, to date, it has had limited impact on systematic curricular reforms and fails to meet large-scale needs for reuse of interactive content. For example, it’s awkward to combine interactive visualization modules that are each valuable in their own niche and theoretically complementary in ensemble. Users, for example, can’t connect an animation of a video decoder to that of a network and study the resulting effects.

Ongoing research in the instructional-visualization area sheds insight into factors that contribute to the design of effective visualization systems. It suggests that attempts over the last two decades to teach algorithm behavior with visualizations were unsatisfactory, not because of a flaw with the animation and visualization techniques, but perhaps due to the approaches used to convey the animations.

Today several standards efforts specifically target advanced educational technologies (see http://ariadne.unil.ch and http://www.imsproject.org), and researchers have built repositories for educational object components (see http://www.eoe.org and http://www.geminfo.org). These efforts gain leverage from the rise of interactive Web technology and its associated emphasis on standards-based interoperability. Emerging solutions for component-based systems include development frameworks (JavaBeans and ActiveX), the shared communication protocols (Remote Method Invocation and Corba), markup languages (Hypertext Markup Language and Extensible Markup Language), and metadata formats (see http://www.imsproject.org).

**References**

The Technical University of Darmstadt and the University of Hagen (see http://www.multibook.de/English/english.html) developed the Multibook. It’s a Web-based adaptive hypermedia learning system for multimedia and communication technology. Multibook aims to offer different lessons for different users, either by storing a huge number of compiled lessons—the disadvantage of this approach isn’t the amount of storage but the static character of such lessons—or by dynamically generating the lessons individually for each user. Because the dynamic composition also facilitates exchanging or modifying information, Multibook follows the second approach.

Multibook uses four dimensions for the user profile. Initially, we fill the profile with the users’ demands and preferences. While the users work with Multibook, the system keeps track of what information they have already seen and learned, what additional material they request, their test results, and so on.

Multibook’s knowledge base consists of two separated knowledge spaces (see Figure A).¹ The Concept Space contains a networked model of learning topics and uses well-known knowledge-management approaches. The knowledge topics are interconnected via semantic relations. The media bricks stored in the system’s Media Brick Space are atomic information units of various multimedia formats. These units are interconnected via rhetoric relations.² Each media brick is described by the author using the IEEE’s Learning Objects.

---

¹ Concept space
² Media brick space

Figure A. Part of the Multibook network for the multimedia book.
Metadata (IEEE-LOM) scheme—we refer to media bricks as learning objects. Although the information spaces are separate, each learning object can have a relation to one or more related topics. Multibook generates adaptive lessons by separating these spaces, because for each topic, a set of media bricks (texts in different granularity, animations, video, and so forth) is available. The selection of media bricks is then determined by each user’s preference.

Figure B shows Multibook’s architecture, which is similar to the one proposed by the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) LOM group.\textsuperscript{3}

Considering the way an author writes a document, we can specify the following tasks:

1. an author acquires background knowledge,

2. an author creates an outline for a document, and

3. an author fills the outline with content.

Different spaces in Multibook model these steps. The Concept Space contains an ontology of keywords to create a lesson’s outline. After ordering the outline (the equivalent of creating a table of contents), the actual content (text, images, audio, video, and animation) is filled by the lesson generator agent into the outline using elements of the second space, the Media Brick Space. A general abstraction of Multibook is that it must employ different relations within the Concept Space and the Media Brick Space to model the different goals that both spaces have. There are objects (concepts and media bricks), relations (semantic relations in the Concept Space, and rhetorical–didactic relations in the Media Brick Space), and attributes of the media bricks. We use the facts in the Concept Space as an index to the original learning material—an approach much closer to publishing practice than to IT or expert systems—so they won’t mirror each assertion that’s made in the media bricks.
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Metadata specification for interactive learning objects

Metadata descriptors are fixed because their granularity remains as the original metadata author defined it. Such metadata can’t adequately describe interactive visualizations. Moreover, it can’t influence the multimedia content because metadata usually contain universal and widely applicable object descriptions.

Figure 1 (next page) illustrates the traditional way of tagging a learning object, using the IEEE-LOM scheme. In this tagging process, many descriptions can exist simultaneously in order to describe specific content. To describe $n$ resources, we might need $m$ descriptions, where $m > n$. An ideal situation has exactly one description for every content ($n = m$).

The categories of the IEEE-LOM base scheme can cover diverse meta-information about the instructional visualizations. We can use the IEEE-LOM to
search and navigate as long as we use static learning objects. However, we can only exploit the particular potential of interactive visualizations (their flexibility and adaptability) to a limited extent. For example, we can use some interactive visualizations to illustrate an algorithm’s different scenarios or parts, depending on the input parameters. We can reuse the same learning object in a different learning context, according to the way it’s configured by parameters. But how do we tag an instructional visualization illustrating several behaviors?

An intuitive and simple answer is that for us to use an interactive visualization in \(n\) arbitrary different scenarios, it should be parameterized, stored (with the appropriate configuration), and tagged (assuming the ideal tagging scenario) \(n\)-different times.

Another problem with such a situation is that the number of scenarios an interactive visualization can illustrate depends on the number of attributes (parameters) a visualization component has and the number of values this parameter is allowed to have. If for instance an interactive visualization contains three attributes, each of them can have five different values. This visualization can, therefore, illustrate 15 different situations. Thus, following the standard metadata tagging scheme, the person in charge of the tagging process must describe the visualization 15 different times to use it in all its possible scenarios. This is unacceptable and unrealistic, even when using templates because IEEE-LOM, for example, has approximately 65 fields.

Automatically generating a lesson is another problem we encounter with today’s metadata. IEEE-LOM, among others, doesn’t provide enough granularity. For instance, it doesn’t specify a learning resource’s physical size in pixels or dots—it gives size in bytes. To integrate an interactive visualization into a dynamically generated lesson, we require other elements such as the height and width.

Recognizing the high cost of tagging and using instructional visualizations doesn’t help us unless we can reduce it. We can parameterize interactive visualizations either offline or online. Traditional metadata assume that we are parameterizing interactive visualizations offline. For online customization, we propose using dynamic metadata to extend the static IEEE-LOM.

**Extension of IEEE-LOM**

Initially, we wrote informal textual or Unified Modeling Language (UML) descriptions capturing the important information about a representative sample of interactive visualizations that we wanted to describe and use in different contexts. After reviewing these descriptions using the IEEE-LOM Draft 4 and Draft 5, we went through them and identified IEEE-LOM elements in which the information expressed could be captured. Where we failed to find LOM elements for an item, we extended the IEEE-LOM either by expanding the vocabulary of an existing element or by creating an entirely new element under a new category. Where we needed new elements, we searched other repositories to find metadata that we could use, including the Gateway to Educational Materials (see http://www.gemininfo.org) and the Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative (see http://www.adlnet.org).

Users can understand dynamic metadata as an extension of IEEE-LOM. This categorization groups the information to define the behavior of dynamic learning objects or instructional visualizations. The scheme of dynamic metadata follows the generic format ```property, values, value type```. Figure 2 illustrates this scheme.

**Flexible visualizations**

A visualization must be flexible enough to confront and address changing user requirements and knowledge. It should also be versatile and usable in a variety of contexts. Although an off-the-shelf visualization often won’t fit a particular user’s needs, we can tailor it for a better fit. Using dynamic metadata, educators can convert an algorithm that a developer implemented to a series of animation sequences by mapping algorithm variables, specifying animation actions, and associat-
ing execution points in the algorithmic chain to perform the desired animation.

Educators, therefore, become designers of the visualization. They can customize the learning object to visualize a desired behavior that’s appropriate for the course they are teaching. Thus, they use and reuse already developed instructional objects accompanied with dynamic metadata. Dynamic metadata let educators

- tag a resource once and use it in different scenarios,
- tailor interactive visualizations according to user needs, and
- integrate interactive visualizations in an appropriate learning context.

Component-based development of instructional visualizations

Components are autonomous, reusable software entities that work as primitive buildings blocks whose behavior users can program. They are designed to be combined with other components in user-defined configurations and behave as composite constructs. Component-based design (CBD) methodologies are based on many of the same principles as object-oriented design and use the same diagrams and notations as many object-oriented methodologies.

Developers design component-based software systems at two levels. In the specification level, a developer understands and describes a problem. This process includes analysis and design, which results in a potential solution for a software application. Developers can express the solution in graphics or text using a notation such as UML. An implementation level is the realization of the specified solution with a programming language and other development tools. This approach means that the products of the development process will include software as well as diagrams, models, and other specifications.

The steps that are traditionally associated with software development—analysis, design, and implementation—still exist in the CBD method. We categorize them under the headings of either specification or realization. The design step actually crosses the boundary between specification and realization because some tasks design the specification and some design the implementation details. CBD is an iterative process. As we move from the specification to the realization stage, and as the design and development moves from the analysis to the implementation phases, we can go back to refine earlier phases.6

Furthermore, specification components don’t depend on realization technology. This provides a developer with the flexibility to use a given specification component in different applications or environments. For example, we can use a UML specification in any object-oriented development environment. A developer might use C++, Java, and Visual Basic implementations. A component’s value, therefore, isn’t exclusive to its software implementation but to its specification.

Various factors that help define the range of component granularities drive component design decisions. Generally, components should be larger rather than smaller. However, larger components by nature have more complex interfaces and represent more opportunity to be affected by change. The larger the component, the less flexible the system’s structure. We must strike a balance between flexibility and complexity, depending on the level of abstraction, likelihood of change, and so forth.7 The principles of cohesion and coupling are the factors; minimizing the coupling of the system tends to work against good cohesion.

Components can be as large as whole applications such as a PDF viewer. But examples of small components include many of today’s available graphical user interface components, also called widgets, that are available from many development organizations. They are often implemented as JavaBeans or ActiveX components. Another important aspect of components is specificity. The more closely a component matches the design, the less modification it requires. Naturally, the number of components increases as they become more specific.

Large components, also called coarse-grained components, for interactive visualization illustrate

---


only some of the intermediate computations that take place within an algorithm. Coarse-grained components are appropriate for certain concepts, mainly for those courses where instructors teach self-contained algorithms and data structures. However, many concepts and topics in multimedia communication are combinations of small concepts that provide parts of a theoretical framework for larger algorithms. The visualization of JPEG or MPEG serves as a good example. Even though both compression schemes use the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the Huffman encoding, we can’t reuse a component of a JPEG animation in most cases to visualize a step of the MPEG-compression process if it’s coarse-grained. Coarse-grained animations are useful in demonstrating the final concept but are hard to use in teaching parts of a concept.

The best granularity of a module, therefore, strongly correlates with the domain being addressed and varies widely between concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>![Host Icon]</td>
<td>Represents a computer that accesses the shared Ethernet channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow</td>
<td>![Arrow Icon]</td>
<td>Represents the data flow within a host. A down arrow represents a sender, and an up arrow represents a receiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus element</td>
<td>![Bus Element Icon]</td>
<td>Represents the Ethernet channel’s smallest entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>![Signal Icon]</td>
<td>Represents the Ethernet channel’s state. Blue indicates a normal transmission, red a collision, and yellow padding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus segment</td>
<td>![Bus Segment Icon]</td>
<td>Each bus segment consists of several bus elements and has four I/O possibilities: top, bottom, left, and right. The signal traverses a bus segment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Ethernet applet components.

Putting it all together: Visualization of the Ethernet

We developed a lesson explaining the IEEE 802.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Ethernet protocol to demonstrate the reusability issue during the development stage and the opportunities that parameterizing an animation can offer. (Visit http://www.multibook.de for a German version of the lesson.) The lesson provides an interactive environment that elicits active student participation, using a carefully orchestrated presentation of information in various media, such as text, visualization, static diagrams, and interactive simulations with appropriate temporal, spatial, and hyperlink connections.

Decomposition

Ethernet technology predates the IEEE’s Local Area Network standards committee, so the first Ethernet standard was developed by a vendor consortium made up of Digital Equipment, Intel, and Xerox. This was the first open standard for LAN technology ever published. The first Ethernet-like IEEE standard was published in 1985 and formally called the IEEE 802.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method and Physical Layer specifications. The Ethernet system consists of three basic elements:

- the physical media used to carry Ethernet signals between computers,
- a set of media access control rules embedded in each Ethernet interface that let multiple computers access the shared Ethernet channel, and
- an Ethernet packet or frame that consists of a standardized set of fields used to carry data over the system.

The Ethernet uses a bus topology, a linear networking architecture that generally uses one or more pieces of cable (bus element) to form a single line (bus segment), or bus. The signals sent by one station (host) extend the length of this cable to be heard by other stations. Taking this into account, together with the explanations of the previous sections of this article, and doing a first-level decomposition of the IEEE 802.3 protocol, we identified five components. We developed each of these components (see Table 1) as a JavaBean. These components are the basic elements we used to implement an applet visualizing the diverse functionality of Ethernet.
Parade lesson

We implemented a lesson in HTML 4.0 that contains visualizations we developed according to the JavaBeans component-based framework enhanced with the dynamic metadata set El Saddik et al. describe. The lesson consists of 15 pages.

In the lesson, we first explain the Ethernet’s functionality. After that, the student answers the question, Which problems must be faced in a bus topology? We provide a set of answers and use the same animation to explain why the answers are correct or wrong. We explain the difference between the answers with different parameterizations of the same animation. We stored these parameterizations as dynamic metadata for interactive visualizations. Figure 3a shows an example. The system asks, Why is the protocol complex? One possible answer is, “The protocol is complex because messages can’t be sent to a specific computer. They can only be sent to several computers at once.”

If we use dynamic metadata, we can use another scenario of the same animation to provide an answer to the question, How can the collision problem be solved in Ethernet? A possible answer is, “Collisions can’t be avoided. If a collision is detected the transmission has to be repeated.” If a collision occurs, the transmitting station recognizes the interference on the network and transmits a bit sequence called jam. The jam ensures that the other transmitting station recognizes that a collision has occurred. After a random delay, the stations attempt to retransmit the information and the process begins again.

Figure 3b illustrates a parameterized version of the animation in Figure 3a. Because we use dynamic metadata, we can reuse the same animation in a different context. Figure 4 shows a screen shot of the lesson.

The lesson ends with the option of having an interactive simulation of the Ethernet algorithm. The simulation consists of three levels. In the first level, users can choose only one out of two scenarios (normal operation and a collision problem). In the second, they can choose more scenarios. In the third, students can build their own scenarios.

User evaluation

Thirty-two graduate students from Darmstadt University of Technology participated in our experiment. They all interacted with the lesson over the Web at http://www.multibook.de or on a CD-ROM that included the Multimedia Book written by Steinmetz. We wrote the questions in coordination with cognitive scientists from the Justus-Liebig University of Giessen.

One goal of our study was to show the benefit of developing component-based visualization accompanied with metadata. We developed the lesson to prove that by using dynamic metadata, we can adapt visualizations to a situation without harming usability. In our sample lesson, the students reused the Ethernet visualization eight times with different parameters, illustrating different scenarios and phenomena. We ensured interoperability and platform independence by using HTML and Java.

Eighty-two percent of the students said that the visualizations didn’t bore them. Therefore, the applets’ similarity doesn’t seem to be a disadvantage. Six students felt that the visualizations were monotonous and another didn’t enjoy viewing them at all. Because only a small number of students criticized particularly the visualizations’ similarity, we believe usability didn’t suffer when we customized and reused the applet.

Conclusions

After assessing the users’ responses, we found that the strength of instructional visualization integrated in the appropriate learning environment seems to be in the autonomous and continuous knowledge-acquisition and refresh processes. Our experience suggests that the visualizations our system offers can provide an environment in which an educator without conventional programming skills can build a useful, interactive, and visual algorithm relevant to a particular task. We’ll...
continue to extend the systems, particularly by increasing the number of available visualization units. Currently, we’re using our architecture to develop other examples of teaching animations—such as explaining multimedia scheduling algorithms—for multimedia and communications courses in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology at the Darmstadt University of Technology.
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